
SUPPORTING YOUR GRAIN FOR 
OVER 40 YEARS
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Strength Through Support.



We Support You
The Syntiro support system is our latest in aeration 
floor supports.  The quick connections and long 
spans means a fast and easy install.  Engineered to 
aid in efficient airflow, the Syntiro system uses half 
the typical number of support rows. Even with fewer 
supports, our floors can handle twice the load as 
the competitors similar support.  After installing, the 
flooring simply lays flat on the support without having 
to snap in, allowing faster install.  Supports are 11 5/8” 
tall allowing for auger tunnels.

42” length

Syntiro’s locking feature allows 
the supports to be quickly 
connected and provides strength 
and support without movement.
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You’ve Got A Lot Riding On Us

Bridging the Gap
Our “T” track flashing bridges the gap between your ALL 
SIZE floor and any flat surface like auger clean-outs, tunnels 
and pits.

SYNTIRO SUPPORT

When overlapping supports, 
our spring steel clips keep the 
supports together.  Their easy 
clip on style will not pop off 
during installation because of 
the jagged teeth that grip the 
metal for a secure lock.

Finish It Off
The 20” ALL SIZE ribbed flashing is spliced for smaller diameter 
bins and non spiced for larger diameter bins.  The perforated ribs 
allow consistent airflow as well as superior strength when a bin 
sweep is used. 

PATENT PENDING



Go With The Flow
In the areas where canola or other small seed crops are part of the rotation, the .050 is the most popular aeration 
floor for flat bottom bins.  The .050 flooring has 15.69% open area. 
The .094 floor is the perfect choice for cooling and drying corn, sunflowers and other larger seed crops.  With 
16.75% more open area, the .094 can blow a lot of hot air for a small price.

The Choice Is Yours
If it’s size and strength you want, the Truss floor system is for you.  Made from G90 Galvanized metal, the Truss 
system gives you superior strength with minimal aeration loss.  This flooring system is able to withstand over 100 
feet of grain in any bin size. With strength like that the Truss floor is a must for any bin. 

A Stronger Floor with Better Drying

.094 perforations for larger crops like corn and 
sunflowers. Available in 20 ga.
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.050 perforations are perfect for smaller seed crops like 
Canola. Available in 20 ga.  Shallow corrugations for 
easier clean out.

Extra bend in middle triangle means extra 
strength compared to competitors because of 
more channels vs 10” panels

Canola drop test on an All Size floor and a competitors.  

Why All Size?
Shallower Corrugations in our floors allows for easier bin clean-out.  Bin sweeps are able to clean the floor more 
completely than competitor’s floors.  Competitor’s deeper corrugations causes sweeping out your bin to be much 
more difficult, grain is constantly being trapped in the floor and being pushed down. This means more sweeping 
time for you.
Consistent Hole Size: All Size floors maintain a more consistent hole size because of the shallower corrugations. 
Deeper corrugations cause the floor to have stretched holes especially around the edges of the corrugation 
allowing a lot more product to fall through right from the moment it gets dropped onto the floor. See comparisson 
images above.
A much more hassle free set up. All Size flooring comes in a 7” wide board versus the competitors wider board.  
A larger board doesn’t not allow for a smooth set up because they do not fit properly in a round bin, forcing the 
need to cut off corners of the board yourself creating a time consuming hassle. Our 7” board provides more 
strength than the wider board due to more channel support on each panel, while also fitting into every bin with no 
extra work.

All Size Competition

.094 TRUSS.050 TRUSS

Shallow corrugation for easier bin sweep clean-out
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Designed to give you instant aeration in any grain storage 
facility, the All Size dented Louver Aeration Systems have 
the flexibility to provide effective aeration with quick and 
easy self setup installation.

Quick and Easy
With minimal bolts or screws, the entire aeration system 
can be installed or removed in just a few minutes.  For 
larger areas, the ducts simply overlap for quick and easy 
preparation for your grain.  Systems for new or existing 
hoppered bins or cones available.

Strength in Numbers
All Size’s 24” and 32” ducts are made from 16 gauge 
galvanized steel. These “Y” and “Cross” duct systems are 
made to support whatever grain you can throw on them.  
Extra large perforated center promotes higher air flows 
through the middle of your bin for a  more uniform drying 
front.
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Dented Louver Aeration Systems

Box 2670
Winkler MB
R6W 4C3

Main Office: 204-325-9457
Main Office Fax: 204-325-9998

email: info@allsize.com

All Size Screens & Panels

Seed & Grain Cleaning: In 64th sizes.
Header Pans: For harvesting pulse crops.
Hammer Mills: Custom cut screens.
Decorative & Custom: In steel, aluminum, 
stainless, plastic and more. Also wire mesh.

371 1st St. Winkler MB
325-6751

VIEW WITH BIN WALL 
REMOVED FOR CLARITY

LOUVERED HIGH FLOW DUCTS


